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Diversity and the
TimeLinks Program

In 2006—for the fi rst time in U.S. history—ethnic minorities or people of color in the United 

States topped 100 million, becoming one-third of the nation’s population of just above 300 

million (Population Reference Bureau, 2007). In the 30-year period between 1973 and 2004, 

the percentage of students of color in U.S. public schools increased from 22 to 43 percent. 

Because of the growing diversity within the United States and the world, it is essential that a 

social studies program incorporate diversity in a consistent and intellectually honest way as well 

as refl ect current research and theory related to diversity and intergroup relations. Th e authors 

of TimeLinks incorporated the latest research and theory about diversity into the content 

and pedagogy of the program. In this article, I summarize the major research and theory that 

guided the authors of the TimeLinks programs as it was conceptualized and developed. 

Research on Children’s Racial Attitudes and the Social Studies
Research indicates that students come to school with many stereotypes, misconceptions, and 

negative attitudes toward outside racial, ethnic, and social-class groups (Stephan & Stephan, 

2004). Without curriculum intervention by teachers, the racial attitudes and behaviors of stu-

dents become more negative and harder to change as they grow older (Stephan & Vogt, 2004). 

Consequently, an important aim of social studies teaching should be to provide students with 

experiences and materials that will help them to develop democratic attitudes and behaviors 

toward individuals from diff erent racial, ethnic, language, and social-class group (Banks, 2006).

Research on Curriculum Materials and Interventions
Since the 1940s, a number of curriculum intervention studies have been conducted to deter-

mine the eff ects of teaching on the racial attitudes and perceptions of students. Th is research 

indicates that the use of multicultural textbooks, other teaching materials, and cooperative 

teaching strategies that enable students from diff erent racial and ethnic groups to interact posi-

tively can help students to develop more positive racial attitudes. Th ese kinds of materials and 

teaching strategies can also result in students choosing more friends from outside their own 

racial, ethnic, and cultural groups (Slavin, 2001).  
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Th ese studies provide guidelines that can help social studies teachers to improve intergroup re-

lations in their classrooms and schools. Trager and Yarrow (1952) conducted one of the earliest 

curriculum studies. Th ey examined the eff ects of a democratic multicultural curriculum on the 

racial attitudes of children in the fi rst and second grades. Th e curriculum had a positive eff ect 

on the attitudes of both the students and teachers. In a later study, Litcher and Johnson (1969) 

found that white second-grade children developed more positive racial attitudes after using 

multiethnic readers.

In a longitudinal evaluation of Sesame Street—the multicultural television program—Bogatz 

and Ball (1971) found that children who had watched the program for long periods had more 

positive racial attitudes toward other groups than children who had watched it for shorter 

periods. Weiner and Wright (1973) found that a simulation in which students experienced 

discrimination helped them to develop more positive racial attitudes. Multicultural social stud-

ies materials and related experiences had a positive impact on the racial attitudes of African 

American four-year-old children in a study conducted by Yawkey and Blackwell (1974).

Research indicates that curriculum interventions such as plays, folk dances, music, and role-

playing can also have positive eff ects on the racial attitudes of students. A curriculum interven-

tion that consisted of folk dances, music, crafts, and role-playing positively infl uenced the racial 

attitudes of elementary students in a study conducted by Ijaz and Ijaz (1981). Four plays about 

African Americans, Chinese Americans, Jews, and Puerto Ricans increased racial acceptance 

and cultural knowledge among fourth, fi fth, and sixth grade students in a study conducted by 

Gimmestad and DeChiara (1982). In a meta-analysis to integrate the fi ndings and to examine 

the eff ects of role-playing and anti-racist teaching on reducing prejudice in students, McGregor 

(1993) concluded that role playing and anti-racist teaching “signifi cantly reduce racial prejudice, 

and do not diff er from each other in their eff ectiveness” (p. 215).

In a study designed to determine how children’s racial evaluations were aff ected by talking 

about racial issues with a friend who had a diff erent level of prejudice than their own, Abound 

and Doyle (1996) found that  “high-prejudice children became signifi cantly less prejudiced in 

their evaluations after the discussion. Changes were greater in children whose low-prejudice 

partner made more statements about cross-racial similarity, along with more positive Black and 
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negative White evaluations” (p.161). Wood and Sonleitner (1996) found that childhood inter-

racial contact has a long-term positive infl uence on the racial attitudes and behavior of adults. 

Research on Cooperative Learning and Interracial Contact
Allport theorized that contact between diff erent groups would improve intergroup relations if 

the contact between these groups has these characteristics: (1) the individuals experience equal 

status; (2) the individuals share common goals; (3) intergroup cooperation exists; and (4) the 

contact is sanctioned by authorities such as teachers and administrators, or by law or custom 

(Pettigrew, 2004). 

Since 1970, a group of investigators, guided by Allport’s theory, have produced a rich body of 

cumulative research on the eff ects of cooperative learning groups and activities on students’ 

racial attitudes, friendship choices, and achievement. Much of this research has been conducted 

as well as reviewed by investigators such as Aronson and Bridgeman (1979), Cohen and her 

colleagues (Cohen, 1984; Cohen & Lotan, 1995), Slavin (1979,1985), and Slavin & Madden 

(1979). Schofi eld (2004) has written an informative review of this research. Most of it has been 

conducted using elementary and high school students (Slavin, 1985). Th is research strongly sup-

ports the notion that cooperative interracial contact situations in schools, if the conditions stated 

by Allport are present in the contact situations, have positive eff ects on both student interracial 

behavior and student academic achievement (Aronson & Gonzalez, 1988; Slavin, 1979). 

Most of this research supports these statements: (a) students of color and white students have a 

greater tendency to make cross-racial friendship choices after they have participated in inter-

racial learning teams such as the jigsaw groups (Aronson & Bridgeman, 1979) and the Student 

Teams-Achievement Divisions (STAD) (Slavin, 1979); and (b) the academic achievement 

of students of color, such as African Americans and Mexican Americans, is increased when 

cooperative learning activities are used (Aronson & Gonzalez, 1988; Slavin, 1985). Investiga-

tors have also found that cooperative learning activities have increased student motivation and 

self-esteem (Slavin, 1985), and have helped students to develop empathy (Aronson & Bridge-

man, 1979). 

In any cooperative learning environment, teachers have a crucial role to play. Research by 

Cohen and Roper (1972) indicates that equal status between groups in interracial situations 
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has to be deliberately structured by teachers or it will not exist. If students from diff erent 

racial, ethnic, and language groups are mixed in contact situations without structured interven-

tions that create equal-status conditions, racial and ethnic confl ict and stereotyping is likely to 

increase. Students from both privileged and marginalized groups are likely to respond in ways 

that will reinforce the status of the higher-status group. In a series of perceptive and carefully 

designed studies, Cohen and her colleagues have consistently found that contact among diff er-

ent groups without deliberate interventions to increase equal-status and positive interactions 

among them will increase rather than reduce intergroup tensions (Cohen, 1984; Cohen & 

Roper, 1972; Cohen & Lotan, 1995). 

One of the ways to foster equal-status conditions within classrooms is to use textbooks and 

other materials that describe the histories, problems, and experiences of diverse racial, ethnic, 

and cultural groups (Banks, 2007; Takaki, 1993). Multicultural textbooks and other materials 

give voice to the histories and experiences of all of the students in the class and do not make 

any of them feel excluded, marginalized, or silenced (Banks, 2003). 

Creating Cross-Cutting Superordinate Groups
Research indicates that creating or making salient superordinate and cross-cutting group mem-

berships improve intergroup relations (Banks, et al, 2001; Stephan, 1999).  Banks et al, 2001, 

write: “When membership in superordinate groups is salient, other group diff erences become 

less important. Creating superordinate groups stimulates cohesion, which can mitigate pre-ex-

isting animosities “ (p. 9).

Members of a sports team, Future Farmers of America, Girl Scouts, and Camp Fire USA are 

examples of cross-cutting or superordinate groups. Research and theory indicate that when 

students from diverse cultural, racial, and language groups share a superordinate identity such 

as Girl Scouts, cultural boundaries weaken. Students are consequently able to form friendships 

and to have positive interactions and relationships with students from diff erent racial, cultural, 

language, and religious groups. Extra and co-curricular activities, such as the drama club, the 

debate team, and the school chorus, create rich possibilities for structuring superordinate 

groups and cross-cutting group memberships (Stephan, 1999; Stephan & Stephan, 2004). 
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When teachers create cross-cutting or superordinate groups, they should make sure that the 

integrity of diff erent cultures represented in the classroom are respected and given legitimacy 

within the framework of the superordinate group that is created. Superordinate groups that 

only refl ect the norms and values of dominant and powerful groups within the school are not 

likely to improve intergroup relations among diff erent groups in the school. If they are not 

carefully structured and monitored, cross-cutting groups can reinforce the dominant power 

relationships that exist within the school and the larger society. 

Teaching in a Diverse and Changing World
Th e demographic changes and global migration that are taking place in the United States and 

around the world make it essential for social studies teachers to: (1) restructure their curricu-

lum and teaching so that students from diff erent ethnic, racial, language, and social-class groups 

will have equal opportunities to learn; and (2) implement prejudice-reduction strategies so that 

all students will develop the knowledge, attitudes, and skills needed to become eff ective citizens. 

Th e TimeLinks social studies program was developed to help teachers foster cooperative 

learning in the classroom. Th e program’s activities enable students from diff erent racial and 

ethnic groups to interact positively. Th e multicultural student books and supplemental materi-

als create equal-status conditions within the classroom and build an understanding of today’s 

complex world.
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